
Sticks and Tissue No 44 – July 2010
I’d like to thank all the contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or phone 
01202 625825       JamesIParry@talktalk.net     

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from   http://www.cmac.net.nz/

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
compiler/publisher of Sticks and Tissue. The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s 
“as I receive and put in”.

Urs Brandt photo taken at the Antikfliegen, MG Bern, Switzerland  26 June 2010
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Breguet 901 20:1 ratio scale model of the elegant French sailplane designed by 
Alain Millon  From Aero Modeller December 1957

When we observed this scale sailplane in our excellent contemporary magazine Le Modete Reduit 
D'Avion for August this year, we were not in the least surprised to see it described as an aeroplane 
that would cause all amateur model makers to "rejoice in their hearts". The Breguet 901 is almost a 
French national institution, Recently, when a very large number of sailplanes and training gliders were 
sold to Aero Clubs throughout France for very low and nominal figures by the French Government, 
the Breguet 901 was exempted—the only type the Government wished to keep for its very own! In the 
skilled hands of Gerard Pierre it has achieved championship placings, Nationally and Internationally 
and wherever its elegant lines have been seen in the full size sailplane field, it has been a constant 
source of admiration, both for its very high efficiency and its utility.
After all, sailplanes have to come down somewhere and to be taken to pieces and carted away in cigar 
trailers back to base and dismantling can be a 
critical item in design.
It was developed from the 900 of smaller span 
and length and its standard of efficiency is 
renowned in the sailplane world.
It would be quite true to say that of all the 
types of sailplanes requested to be included in our plans service, the scale sailplane tops the bill, and 
in this large span (67k in.) very high aspect ratio design, we have something that is sure to satisfy 
everyone. What a subject for scale Concour d'Elegance!
All credit to French designer Alain Millon, for developing the slower speed airfoil wing (full size is 
Laminar and not suitable) and for producing a model that will please not only for its performance in 
the air, but also for its static appearance.
Construction is not for beginners; but anyone with experience of planking a double curvature fuselage 
will have no difficulty. The wing and tail assembly are quite straightforward, but it is essential to build 
the wing of such an aspect ratio on a perfectly flat board.
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MISSING CHEETAH

Some time in April I offered to make a needle valve assembly for Peter Michel's Cheetah diesel. He 
gave me the engine to get the fits right and after making the bits I mailed it all back to him. 
Somewhere between West Wickham and Epsom, - all of 16 miles, - it went AWOL, much to my 
embarassment. Despite filling in various Post Office forms it hasn't turned up. If anybody comes 
across the engine, produced in small numbers by Ian Russell, please contact Peter on 013727-22093. 
Meanwhile, if anyone wants a couple of spraybars I made that don't quite fit (made before I 
discovered the holes in the intake are slightly different sizes on each side) then contact Martin Dilly 
on 020 8777 5533.

Doug Spreng – R/C pioneer by Alan Holmes

I recently heard from Geoff Goldsmith that Doug Spreng passed away on 19 April 2010. Doug was a 
true pioneer of digital proportional radio control and along with Don Mathes developed the first 
commercial digital system called Digicon in the early 1960's. The key to the digital systems was the 
concept of controlling the servo position by varying the width of a pulse. This method, still in use 
today, was invented by Doug and even the variation in pulse length from 1ms to 2ms remains the 
standard. He did not patent the idea so made no money from it, the idea was copied by every other 
R/C manufacturer and this led to the rapid developement of these systems. Later in the 1960's he came 
over to the UK and developed digital R/C systems here, namely Sprengbrook and Stavely. 
It should also be remembered that he was a top international R/C aerobatic pilot and designed some of 
the best models of that period. The Stormer, Thunderstormer and Twister come to mind. He was a real 
character and I remember meeting him shortly after he came to the UK, when someone asked him 
about the demise of an earlier model he replied "I tried a vertical nine", typical of his humour. 
More information about Doug can be found on the AMA web site here:- 
https://www.modelaircraft.org/files/SprengDoug.pdf 

Cliff Nancarrow was a director of Staveley Industries at the time Doug was working there and has 
added his memories:-
"Thanks for the news. I remember Doug very well from my Staveley Industries days when he came in 
to design a replacement for the analogue system, but also to show the Engineering Development 
Division that development did not have to take years. Doug was quite light hearted and livened the 
place up quite a bit. 
He flew for Staveley and also Sailplanes/Powerplanes International in the early days. He was a great 
character and had a great sense of humour, even after a "few" drinks. I remember at one of the shows, 
Doug was flying for Staveley, when his model suddenly started some wild gyrations. Some of us near 
him shouted a warning and the model was brought under control again. Doug exclaimed "Jeeze, I was 
flying the wrong model". 
Quite a character and a nice guy who contributed a lot to the development of model flying!!" 
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More photos from Peter Renggli taken by Urs Brandt on the 26 June 2010

Peter sent 153 great photos so they will be spread out over next few months
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More photos next month 
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Interesting Model

The Wessex League 600RES competition was held at Salisbury Club last Sunday 18 July, it was of 
course very windy, but here are a couple of photos.

        
  Tom Airey’s 1929 Russian scale model, he did say the name but I didn’t ask him to spell it 
something like Cherposky.  He managed a few flights, despite the high wind speeds at the time.

      

        
Not quite horizontal at least the windsock  pole didn’t 

                                                                             blow away like at Wincanton a couple of weeks ago!

         
   Barrie Collis’s Tomboy Richard Farrer getting ready
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                 Barrie helping Peter Rose      Tom Airey carrying Tomboy back to base

Chris Hague looking with Andy helping

PRESS RELEASE. Charlie Newman, Oxford MFC

19  th   September, 2010 Oxford MFC Dreaming Spires Gala 2  

Owing to the very high winds at the original event in July, many classes were not flown. As we still 
have the goodies to give away, these competitions will be flown on the 19th September. There will also 
be an All-in F/F Scale event too. Here’s hoping for a calmer day in September! 
PLEASE ADD TO YOUR EVENTS DIARY:-
Vintage (10 am start): L/W Rubber, Vintage Glider, Classic Glider ( both 50 metre line max),
F/F Scale ( 2.00pm start ): all-in, no documentation, IC engines 1.5cc max. 
All flyers require BMFA insurance. Venue Port Meadow, Oxford. Contact – Charlie Newman 01865 
426129

Old Bill has for sale a Super Cyclone 10 cc spark ignition engine. Silver head with 
one plug.  No box but he says it is in mint condition.  £150.00.  If interested phone 
Richard on 07971546163
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Hello James  from Jim Paton

I thought the attached photo of Flight lieutenant Parker's steam powered model would be of interest.It 
was taken at Woodvale on a still summer evening in about 1966.I was a member of the Liverpool club 
(LADMAS) and was flying a single channel Mercury Matador with RCS Guidance system with an 
Elmic escapement,powered by an AM 15.Parker was the man in charge of Woodvale I believe.The 
model was a very slow flier.
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Little Mike by Pat Lidgard from Model Aeronautics  span 14 ½ in

(I know just seen but too late to change, the plan is upside down JP)
Getting tired of merely being a spectator while my husband had all the fun of flying models, I finally 
induced Ed to work out a design for a sport plane which I could build and fly myself. Little Mike is 
the result.
Since I had built only a few models, the design was of necessity simple, utilising the minimum 
number of parts so as to be easy to build. 
Ed's finished plans were in the form of 
patterns, in which each part could be seen in 
its completed size and shape.
Sheet balsa is mainly used in the 
construction of Little Mike. This is a good 
idea with small models on account of the 
high strength to weight ratio and general 
durability. Building time is just two 
evenings. The original performs equally well 
indoors and outdoors—having over three 
hundred flights to its credit to date.
If this model appeals to you, lets get started by working on the fuselage. First cut out the two fuselage 
sides from 1/32-in. (medium) sheet. Then cut the formers from sheet as specified on the plan. Bend 
the undercarriage to shape from 22-gauge piano wire and cement it to the main former C. Cement 
formers A and D between the fuselage sides and allow them to dry thoroughly before carrying on.
While these parts are drying, cut out the two halves of the wing from hard 1/32-in. sheet (or medium 
1/16-in.) and the tail-surfaces from 1/32-in. sheet (medium). Sand these parts smooth and round off 
the corners.
Now go back to the fuselage and separate the two fuselage sides enough to insert former C and cement 
it in place. The fuselage is completed by cementing 1/16-in. strip crosswise in the slots already cut in 
the fuselage sides. When these are dry, trim flush with the sides.
Cement former B to the roughly-shaped nose block. Drill the block with a 1/16-in. drill or pierce with 
a length of wire (neutral settings). Cement the male portion of a 1/4-in, press stud at each end of the 
hole—to serve as bearings. When the cement has set, insert the block into the front of the fuselage. 
Hold the block in place and gradually trim it down to the shape shown on the opposite page.
The airscrew is carved from a block of medium balsa as shown. Lay out the length of the block in 
11/2-in, portions and then draw the pattern on the sides (heavy lines on plan). Drill or pierce before 
starting to carve. Use a small thin-bladed knife for carving. Finish off to a smooth surface with fine
glasspaper. Cement a press stud to the rear face of the aircrew as a bearing.
Bend the shaft from a piece of 22-gauge wire—starting from the front winding loop. Cement into the 
airscrew, slip three small washers on to the shaft, followed by the noseblock. Complete the assembly 
by bending the loop to which the rubber is attached.
The wing panels can be formed to an airfoil shape by dampening the upper camber with water and the 
lower camber with dope. Be careful not to moisten the area 1/2-in. back from the L.E. and 3/4-in, 
forward from the T.E. When the dope has dried to a point where it is no longer wet to the touch, the 
wing panel can be shaped by hand to the desired curvature. Experiment with this method on a piece of 
scrap wood first.
When the curve has been obtained in both wing panels, they should be cemented together so that both 
tips are raised 1 1/2-in.  Allow this joint to dry thoroughly before moving from the building board. 
The tail assembly is attached to the fuselage after the rudder has been cemented to the tailplane. The 
under rudder can now be cemented to the underside of the elevator and both the fuselage sides. Fill in 
the small wedge-shaped openings with scrap pieces of 1/32-in, balsa. Cement the wing permanently in 
place on top of the fuselage. When dry, a thin sheet of cellophane may be cemented to the fuselage—
to form the windshield.
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Cover the top and bottom of the fuselage with tissue. Tighten with water—then give two coats of 
dope. The wheels (5/8in. dia.) may be any type available at your local dealers. Hold the wheels in 
place with dabs of cement on the ends of the undercarriage wire. The durability of the model will be 
improved by spraying lightly with very thin coloured dope.
FLYING
Four or six strands of 1/8-in, rubber is adequate. Your motor will last longer and take more turns if it 
is well lubricated. Before flying the model, check to make sure that the flying surfaces are correctly 
aligned and unwarped. Also see that the airscrew shaft is parallel to the centre line of the fuselage. 
Before using power, glide the model from shoulder height. If it stalls, add a little weight to the nose. If 
it dives, add a very small amount of weight to the tail.
After a smooth glide has been obtained, wind the airscrew up about 50 turns and launch the model in 
level flight at shoulder level. Add a small amount of right turn to the rudder so that the model makes a 
circle of about 30 feet in diameter. Increase the number of turns progressively, making slight 
adjustments in balance and rudder turn, to eliminate undesirable stalls, dives and spins.
When maximum turns are approached, it may be found that the model tends to stall slightly. If this 
occurs, add 1/32-in. packing between the top front of the fuselage and the nose block to incline the 
thrust line downwards. A good quality motor, well lubricated, will take about 300
turns.
Here's hoping that Little Mike will give you many pleasant hours flying.

Few photos from “Old Bill” of his latest models

         

                         Mk I Cyclone Hawk airframe

       
   Tethered Trainer and Cyclone Hawk
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Mixed bag at Ellesmere

Madcap
Mercury Cobra - AMCO 3.5BB

Veron Bee 
Bug – Merlin .75

Perkie – Ohllson 29
Phantom – Mills 1.3

Chubby – Dart .5
Kandoo – PAW 1.5
Marciano Stunt Master – Cox.049 

From Geoff Goldsmith

The attached picture is self evident, at Old Warden yesterday my 1/4 scalePuss Moth caught fire from 
glow fuel igniting from the exhaust.
From Dennis first saying his hands were warm, he was 
holding wing leading edge! it only took 10-15 seconds for 
the wings to catch and we could only stand back in case the 
fuel tank blew.
Total write off, but what we can learn is that NO Fire 
extinguisher was available!
This could easily happen at the field, and I suggest we get 
an extinguisher  and keep it with the first aid box.
Even the prop melted and the engine O rings are sad!

Coming up

Cocklebarrow 8 August   RC vintage

 Middle Wallop 28, 29 30 August  Three days of free flight and on the 
Sunday there will also be RC vintage and control line
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Mills Crankshafts

The following will probably be of no interest to anyone apart myself.  Having broken three .75 
crankshafts this year, flying the engines in Tomboy comps, all non original Mills as in manufactured 
in UK, I couldn’t help but include the following advert.

                                                                                        Features and details of design marking the 
                                                                                                      Superiority of Mills Diesels.
THE CRANKSHAFT
Constant striving for perfection calls for exhaustive research into the behaviour of each component. 
Here depicted is a critical examination of a crankshaft of the new 2.4 c.c. Mills Diesel.
A shaft, picked at random, was submitted to specialised tests                          Principle of Torque Test 
to ascertain its. actual strength at the points most highly stressed. These points 
are the crankpin which has to transmit the power of each explosion, and the 
main bearing just behind the driving disc which may have to bear the full brunt 
of crash landings.
Torque Tests: Using suitable equipment, an attempt was first made to shear the 
crankpin or break the shaft under exaggerated working load. This attempt failed 
although eventually a load of J ton was applied to the crankpin; after that the 
test had to be abandoned because the driving disc began to slip. However, the 
test had by then confirmed an absolute safety factor of 145, and proved it 
impossible to damage the crankpin even if the engine were suddenly stopped 
dead from maximum engine speed.
Bend Test: A variable load was then applied to represent the impact of crash 
landings. After increasing this load to 500 lb. ins., the shaft only bent to an 
angle of 13 minutes, i.e. less than 1 degree. Although this imperceptible bend 
is measurable under test conditions, it would not interfere with the usefulness 
of the shaft in service.
In fact, subsequent tests carried out with propellers revealed that even a good 
quality laminated propeller will break at one tenth of the load mentioned, thus 
in practical use saving the shaft from the test to which it was subjected in the 
laboratory.
Surface Hardness : Inspection for surface hardness confirmed a Vickers 
Diamond Hardness figure of 852 which in conjunction with the excellent 
surface finish of the shaft is ample guarantee for exceptional wearing quality.  Principle of Bend Test.
Once more, all the tests proved the nickel steel employed to be the right 
answer to the demand for surface hardness, strength and elasticity.

Unretouched photo of shaft
After test.

.75 c.c. 10ozs. Thrust, £3.  5. 0
1.3 c.c. 18 ozs. Thrust, £4. 15. 0
2.4 c.c.  32 ozs. Thrust, £5. 10. 0
1.3 c.c. Marine Unit, £5.  5. 0
Mills Blue Label Fuel ....   2 . 6
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Wholesale Distributors in the U.K. : E Keil & Co. Ltd., London E2

      

  I couldn’t stretch this page any further.  This month I reduced the margins so as to be able to make 
the plans slightly larger and reduce number of pages.  Probably hasn’t actually made any difference.
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Guidato  Easy to build 66 in radio control design for rudder only course flying.  Ideal for the 
r/c beginner using 2.5 – 3.5 cc.  By Brian Sichi  From Aero Modeller November 1957
 
Here is a model that makes no pretence of being fully aerobatic but fills the bills as far as most 
modellers are concerned for top class performance as a pure sport flier.   The original with its DC 350 
is now a veteran flier up at Ayr in Scotland, and has proven time and time again that its robust design 
features are just what the average modeller 
needs for pure and simple course flying for 
fun.
Everything on this model has been designed 
for simplicity and serviceability. Radio 
equipment accessible through the cabin side 
flap, the tricycle undercarriage-takes all 
landing shocks, the motor 
is upright and fully accessible, the tailplane 
and wings quickly detach leaving the fin and 
control surface permanently fixed to the 
fuselage. For the man who wants to start radio flying, Guidato is ideal for quite a wide range of 
engines from 2.5 c.c. to 3.5 c.c.
Begin with the fuselage, making up the engine bearer assembly with Fl, F3, to which are added the 
side frames with projecting longerons forward of F.3 position. Join sides with F4, cross braces, adding 
wing and tail dowels and make arrangements to take whatever type of actuator is selected. The 
undercarriage fitting should be added before sheeting-in nose bays to F4 position, with 1/8 sheet. 
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Build up fin and rudder, adding to fuselage, then complete all incidentals before proceeding with the 
tailplane. Flat bottom makes assembly simple over the plan both for the wing and tail, wings being 
made in two separate pieces over the main spar and ribs RI merely used as locators until the dihedral 
brace has been added for joining wings when they can be cemented firm. Add centre section and 
leading edge sheeting, wingtips, then cover overall with heavyweight Modelspan giving a liberal 
application of clear dope (silk would be preferable). For first flights, use low engine power to give 
extended hand glide performance just to check that wing and tail angles are suitable, then gradually 
increase the power and you will soon be performing those figure eights and spot landings and three 
point spot landings on the local flying field.

Tubby by Collin Read from Model Aircraft November 1961

An easy to build, tough little 20 in wingspan “small field” sportster for the Cox .010
FOLLOWING the publication of our feature" Pocket Size Power Models" in the August issue, we 
have been plagued by requests for a simple-to-build sports job for the Cox Tee Dee 010.  Colin Read 
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has produced just such a model and we are sure that this attractive little 20 in. span biplane will prove 
an extremely popular design.
The basic fuselage is constructed from 1/8 in, sq. balsa. The two sides are built flat on the drawing, 

building in the 1/8 in, sheet pieces " F" and the 
rear reinforcement. Bind and cement the 
undercarriage to former F2 and assemble the 
two fuselage sides, adding the top and bottom 
1/8 in. sq. cabin cross braces. Cement the rear 
of the fuselage sides together, then add the 
remaining cross braces and formers F2a and 3. 
Finally, fix the nose former F1 and then cover 
the top of the fuselage in front of the cabin and 
the nose underside with1/16 in. sheet.
Cut the cowl sides, etc., from 1/4 in. soft sheet, 

and cement firmly into position, being careful to allow sufficient room for the spring starter. Shape the 
cowl fairings from soft block and hollow out before cementing in place. Make the top portion of the 
cowl removable for engine access.
Sand the fuselage smooth and add  1/16in. dowels where shown. Cover with lightweight Modelspan 
and finally add the windscreen from thin acetate sheet. Give at least three coats of clear dope and one 
coat of fuel proofer to the fuselage, to protect the covering against the destructive glow fuel exhaust.
The wings are built directly over the plan and the construction is quite 
straightforward, but be careful use hard balsa for the leading edges and 
spars, to prevent warping when doped. Sand to a fine finish and cover 
with Jap tissue if available, or use lightweight Modelspan. Give two 
coats of clear dope and one coat of fuel-proof dope.
The tailplane, like the wings, is very straightforward and should 
present no difficulties; cover with
Jap tissue and give one coat of dope. Cement the two fins in position 
after covering.
The original model looks very attractive, with its colour scheme of 
orange with white trim—dark blue with fluorescent orange transfer 
trim is also a very striking finish, but no doubt builders will think up 
more.

Tomboy comps at Cocklebarrow and Old Warden from Tony Tomlin

Tomboys Flying High at Cocklebarrow farm

Sunday, June 20th, saw the first of the three R/C vintage meetings, to be held in 2010, at Cocklebarrow 
Farm in the rolling Cotswold countryside. The meeting, as always [and for the last 20years!], was run 
by Val and Paul Howkins with invaluable help from Mervyn Tilbury and friends and all thanks go to 
them for what is always a very well attended R/C Vintage meeting. There were around 45 modellers 
signed on with a myriad of models. These ranged from the very large, in the shape of  the  Chester 
Lanzo designed, Record Breaker, the always impressive Leprecaun by R A Twomey and a Playboy 
Senior, through to a Bowden Contest, Quaker Flash[es] a Cumulas, a Black Magic, a Matador and a 
Scorpion etc etc down to a half size Junior 60.  As always Tomboys, in both the 36”and 48”sizes were 
out in force many flying in the Tomboy Competitions.
The weather, for a change in 2010, was hot with a NNE  breeze blowing across the famed 
Cocklebarrow Farm dry stone walls which seem to act like a magnet to the unwary! This together with 
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some turbulance from an adjacent wood made landings, at times, a tricky matter  and unfortunately 
did keep some of the models grounded.
Tomboys  Both the Tomboy classes were well supported with 14 entries in the smaller Tomboy3 class 
[ 10 making it to the mass launch fly off] and 10 in the larger senior class 
 [8 reaching the fly off.].  The launch procedure was slightly changed as all pilots, after launching, had 
to make their way back to the marked pilots box to allow safe landings and to enable the normal sport 
flying to continue, which seemed to work well. There was a fantastic amount of lift around as the 
Tomboys were launched. Chris Hague, winner of the Tomboy 3 class, recorded 24mins 16sec, only 
slightly more than Tom Airey’s 24mins 3secs in the Tomboy Senior class.  Congratulations go out to 
the winners and runners up.
 Tomboy 3,
1/ Chris Hague 24mins 16secs,   2/ Richard Farrer  22mins 40secs,  3/  Jeff Fellows 22mins 38secs,   4/ Tom 
Airey 19mins 36secs,  5/ Brian Brundell 17mins 36secs,  6/  Tony Tomlin 12mins 52secs,    
7/  James Parry,  4mins 03secs,  8/  Colin Shepherd, 2mins 53secs,   9/ Stephen Powell, non start in flyoff . 
Disqualified, Bill Longley landing out of prescribed area.
Qualified but not in the fly off,  Paul Netton.  Entered but did not qualify for the fly off: Richard Preston, Mike 
Burke, John Salmon,
Tomboy Senior   
1/ Tom Airey, 24mins 03secs,  2/Andrew Fellows, 23mins 30secs, 3/ Chris Hague, 7mins 11secs, 
4/ Colin Shepherd, 7mins 10secs, 5/ Tony Tomlin,  4mins 58secs,  6/  Mike Burke,  3mins 50secs, 
 7/ Bill Longley,  3mins 17secs,   8/ Ken Marsh, non start in fly off.    Entered  but did not qualify for the fly 
off,  Stephen Powell, Paul Netton.

 R/C Tomboys at the SAM 35 Gala Old Warden 

Round six of the popular R/C Tomboy competition took place on Sunday 27th June 2010 at the SAM 
Gala. There were also two other competitions for power duration but these were badly supported, with 
a single entry in the smaller engine class and only 2 in the unlimited class. The Tomboy event also 
was down on entries with the normal 12 + in each class down to 9 in the 36” Tomboy class and 7 in 
the Tomboy Senior class. The day was very hot with a light breeze which gave little respite from the 
heat.
Tomboy3s
All 9 entries in the Mills.75 powered, 36” Tomboy class qualified by making 2 preliminary flights and 
achieving the required 4 minute max’s. We were pleased to see John Salmon flying in his second 
Tomboy event but others flying were all seasoned Tomboyists hoping for +20 minutes fly off times as 
recently seen at Cocklebarrow Farm. Tony Tomlin elected to start the event bringing the numbers 
down to eight. 
As the start board was lowered all models got away but Stephen Powell sadly was down very quickly 
with an engine problem. He was followed in by John Salmon, Tony Overton and Geoff Goldsmith, 
Geoff being the only one at that point to pass the 2 minute barrier [just!]. Derek Giles and James Parry 
were soon to follow. James claiming, to his astonishment, 3rd place at 15 secs short of 4 minutes! This 
left only Jeff Fellows and Tom Airey both trying to make the best of the small amount of lift 
available. Tom was the eventual winner cleverly stretching out his glide and achieving, by Tomboy 
standards, an unusually low time of 8mins 25secs.
Tomboy 3 Results
1/ Tom Airey 8mins 25secs,   2/ Jeff Fellows 7mins 48secs,   3/ James Parry 3mins 46secs,   4/ Derek 
Giles   2mins 36secs,   5/ Geoff Goldsmith 2mins 06secs,  6/ Tony Overton   1min 53secs 7/  John 
Salmon  1min  52secs,   8/Stephen Powell  0 min 30secs. Qualified but not in the fly off Tony Tomlin.

 Tomboy Senior,
The Tomboy Senior  class welcomed Wesley Denton, flying for the first time, with a very smartly 
finished Tomboy.  We also welcomed  Stephen Winkworth who was over from Nice, France for a few 
days assisting Clive Carpenter. Stephen will be remembered by many as the designer of the 
Pteranodon slope soarer that featured in the David Attenborough  natural history programme in the 
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eighties. Tom Airey was also hoping to continue his winning ways having won every one of the five 
previous Tomboy Senior events in 2010! Andrew Fellows, Tony Overton, Stephen Powell and Geoff 
Goldsmith made up the rest of the field, all winners in the past.
Unfortunately Clive Carpenter had decided not to fly due to a dental problem that was causing him 
some considerable discomfort. The remaining 6 all qualified for the fly off and as Tony Tomlin 
lowered the start board they all climbed away as in formation. Geoff Goldsmith and Stephen Powell 
were having an off  day, both were down in less than 5 minutes. Wesley Denton flew well but due to a 
fueling problem landed just short of 6 minutes. Tom Airey lost his 2010 unbeaten record not finding 
lift and landing at 7mins 27secs. This left Tony Overton who had drifted downwind and was loosing 
height as he pushed forward to make the landing area finally landing 4 seconds short of 11 minutes. 
Andrew Fellows, who had found lift was left to glide in, the winner receiving a well deserved round 
of applause at 13mins 42 secs.
Tomboy Senior Results
1/ Andrew Fellows  13mins 42secs,   2/ Tony Overton    10mins 56secs, 3/ Tom Airey  7mins 27secs, 
4/ Wesley Denton   5mins 52secs,  5/ Stephen Powell 4mins 41secs,   6/ Geoff Goldsmith  4mins 
10secs,   7/ Clive Carpenter did not qualify, retired

Vintage and Classic Fly-in Barrie W Finneren

Shropshire Model Flying Club hosted the first of a new vintage and classic model aeroplane event on 
the11th July. SMFC very kindly allowed the full use of their very extensive patch on the ex RAF 
Forton Airfield situated on the Outskirts of Shrewsbury . The site facilities offer the choice of the 
original chipping/rubber runway, or two acres of very well kept grass, if you do not want to grind your 
tail skid use the grass runway it is a lot kinder! Another plus point…..the mouth watering free 
barbecue with the kettle at the boil all day. Great stuff, it’s what fab days are made of.
Models seen on the day ranged in size from the Senior Telemaster down to a very small EP Rudder
Bug, other models caught sight on the day included; an EP KK Falcon with a beak nose, you would 
either love it or hate it, a Shrimpo, Albatross, Diamond Demon , Phoenix , Super Slicker (…it would 
have been a pleasure to witness this now under exposed model fly….Still maybe all pleasures can not 
be had on one day!) 
Richard Golding took the silver ware in the vintage class with his EP Astro Viking , Tony Salisbury 
taking the classic award with his EP Telemaster. Over all a very successful day
Enjoyed by all present, put it in your diary for next year and give full support to the vintage model 
plane bash they are thin on the ground in the North Mercia area. Maybe a Tomboy round could be 
enticed this far North next year. Full credits and thanks to David Davies of Telemaster for sponsoring 
the event, to discuss 2011 give him a call.
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David Kinsella’s column

Lone Star Racers
Pictured at the US Nats a fev years ago, centre pair Matthew Hart and David McDonald (Texas) 
scored a 1st in F2C. Dick Hart senior also pits, flies and has an interest in pulse jets. Like me fond of 
the truly collectable Stanzel kits - Tiger Shark, Interceptor, Shark G5 and Sharkadet, all from the 
1940s - not too far away from Montgomery is the Stanzel Model Aircraft Museum at Schulenberg 
where there's a great display of models, pictures, kits and 
equipment and above the sign outside there's a biplane to 
alert the visitor. And nearby there's an original factory 
building of wood where Victor and Joe Stanzel built their 
model business until it employed more than 100. They 
invented monoline and Dale Kirn was the demonstration 
pilot for many years. In traditional red and white finish, 
the Tiger Shark or Shark G5 is seriously Vintage Control 
Line! So park the Rocket 88, slip on a Dorsey or two and 
get building.
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Cook’s Tour
Stuck on rocks off Cornwall in March I967, tanker Torrey Canyon - enlarged in Japan to 120,000 tons 
- was bombed by Fleet Air Arm. Buccaneers and Royal Air Force Hunters, Sea Vixens joining in. 
Finally Hunters fired concrete-tipped rockets to puncture the hull, then napalm (who supplied it?) to 
fire the oil. Helmed by the ship's cook, the Torrey was avoiding fishing boats but was deep in the 
water at 69ft. Posing as a whisky salesman a young lawyer got aboard sister ship Lake Palourde and 
attached a damages writ to her mast. Pictured on Aeromodeller's cover, a young Junior Tech in a two 
seater Hunter took part in the raid. Green light given by PM Harold Wilson, it was a dramatic way to 
deal with pollution.

A Corker!
Pictured in Speaks for April, the Swiss G41 is a full 11.5ft. A slim and elegant glider of 1942 and 
erected with copious quantities of ply and spruce (tools from Hobbies an advantage!) it somehow 
demands to be built again.
My largest was a Seraph, a free plan arriving with a Christmas Aeromodeller along with one for a 
Luton Minor, I think. But the Seraph was a midget by comparison, even though it floated perfectly 
and lit my enthusiasm for the joys of silent flight. Enthusiast Peter Renggli furnished plans for the 
G41,perfect for poring over even if actual construction or the thought of it demands a steadying 
brandy or three.  But in the lead, Peter Michel, has built one! (There are photos iof G41’s at the Swiss  
meet in June. JP).

Rods
The famous Knightsbridge store has changed hands. Great to be there in the lead up to Christmas, the 
toys Department was preferred for obvious reasons and was staffed by a wide range of temps. We 
called it Rods, a fun place to be enjoyed as well as worked in. I ran a Cox tethered car there, slept on 
green leather sofas in the Banking Hall, won a spaghetti eating race in the swish Restaurant and 
downed snorters in the Loose Box nearby. Disco music was constant in the Way In up top, and on the 
flat roof aboveit was possible to get a good view of Concorde in its first livery. Chum Kelvin slept in 
his MG when not at Tramp and I didn't go home for a week. Those were the days, even lions available 
from the Pets Department. Subject of a book, one lion lived above a shop in Chelsea before transfer to 
Africa. 

Mighty Mick
With the English Telephone Co in Turkey, Edward 'Mick' Mannock was interred in 1914 until the Red 
Cross had him released. After two months he reached England, intent on joining the Royal Engineers 
for tunnelling work under the Lines (dangerous but often effective). But meeting a friend on Bedford 
station later caused a move to the RFC (in the event Squadrons 10, 40, 
74 and 75). Loss of his left eye as a boy in India (father in the Second 
Inniskilling Dragoons) was covered up by memorising the test chart! 
Taught by McCudden at Joyce Green, Dartford, Mannock was soon 
deadly in the air, at times closing to 30ft before opening fire. His official 
score was 73, but utterly unselfish with his novice pilots a further 25 or 
more, could be added as 'tutorials'. Major Edward 'Mick' Mannock VC 
DSO MC aboard his SE5a kept the Red Baron and Udet on their toes. 
Army tunic retained, the diary entry refers to the 30ft attack on a red, 
blue, green and yellow machine sent spinning down from 14,000ft. The 
diary itself, a little over6in x 8in and bound in imitation green leather, 
carries notes and jokes and several signatuers of famous pilots who flew 
with him. Written by Smyth and Oughton, Ace With One Eye (Muller, 
I963) tells the whole, story of the Irish ace who possibly shot down more 
than 100 in his SE5a.
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Bikes
The London Motorcycle Museum in Greenford (020 8575 6644) has all the Brit bikes no longer seen 
on our roads: Vincent, BSA, Triumph, Norton,. AJS and many more. Within 10 miles there's the 
famous Ace Cafe on the North Circular (0208 961 1000). Good parking lets you roll up and savour the 
machinery, special weekends - at the Ace cars too: Italian, American, German etc - often attract 
enthusiasts from mainland Europe, a remembered Triumph weekend seeing 
more than 200 machines parked up: A standout do, supported by the club, saw 
the finest Vincents ever.

Posters
If there's wallspace in the building room, then a power poster from the Great 
War deserves consideration, especially if there's a Camel or DVII under 
construction. The Imperial War Museum and Hendon too, always carry a good 
selection. Posted in a tube and just £2 or so. 

By Jove!
With grass imported from England in 1932, actor in fifty movies with 
Charterhouse and Cambridge behind him, Charles Aubrey Smith founded the Hollywood Cricket 
Club, Patrician with a capital P, Smith bowled for the MCC, Sussex, England against South Africa, 
and the Transvaal when prospecting for gold. A good bat, "Round the Corner Smith'. referred to his 
oddly curved run-up. Donning their whites on the West Coast, Niven and Olivier, Donat and Boris 
Karloff and fellow thespians joined Smith to play Fairbanks, Gable and Cooper. Excellent in 
adventure and blood and thunder stuff - Bulldog Drummond, Prisoner of Zenda, Barbarian and Four 
Feathers- Sir Charles Aubrey Smith CBE died in Beverly Hills in 1948, his ashes returned to Hove, 
Sussex. A cast of his stiff upper lip is held in Palm Springs.

Command Remembered
A while ago in S&T No 30 I mentioned friend Freddie who flew as a youngster in Bomber Command. 
Now, thanks to a big push by Telegraph readers and many more throughout the UK and abroad, a 
memorial of distinction to Bomber Command will stand on the edge of Green Park at a cost of some 
£3,500,000. North east to bomber country - thick with airfields when black Lancasters charged down 
runways with eight flying hours ahead - and there's the famed
Memorial Flight at RAF Coningsby, the Penton family-owned Lancaster at East Kirby (remembering 
Christopher, 19) and a fine visitor centre at RAF Scamp ton. Call at the Petwood Hotel and you're in 
the officer's mess of 617Squadron! (as well as the Dams there was a planned nil feet attack on Milan 
to swat Benito, but it was cancelled). And close to Lincoln there's RAF
Digby, opened in 1918 and now the oldest of all with an Ops Room complete with Bakelite 
telephones, flying kit and old packets of Park Drive and Turf. Time to drop the needle on that famous 
march by Eric Coates...

There's Room
Model boats of a goodly size guarantee plenty of space for a decent 
steam plant or petrol unit. Small stuff is ok for tiddly pools, but a good 
area of water demands a hull of at least 48in for smooth running and 

enjoyment at a distance, 
hence the huge pond yachts 
built for belted Earls to sail 
on estate lakes a mile or 
more long. Enter Bassett 
Lowke of Northampton, constructors to the upper crust of 
pre-war estate locos at £500 each and even sit-in 
battleships of 18ft or so: here pre-Dreadnaught German 
battleship Schleswig Holstein fires on out of shot HMS 
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Cornwallis. And note that battering ram (Ramming Orders required the crew to stretch out on the 
deck. to absorb the shock). Of two floors and crammed with goodies, Bassett Lowke's shop in 
Holborn was the watering hole of Princes Bira and Chula of Siam, the former an ERA exponent, pilot, 
yachtsman, bon vivant, old Etonian and model railway fan who built a complete railway room on his 
estate in. the west country. His ERAs Romulus, Remus and Hanuman, in blue and yellow with white 
mouse logo, are seen on Vintage circuits.

Pie Saved
By 1940 a good third of adults in the British Isles tuned into William Joyce, aka Lord Haw Haw. As 
one of Britain’s  first. 'spoilers', J B Priestly stepped into barrister Maurice Healey's shoes and took on 
Joyce with his Postscripts on Sunday evenings ,referring to our fighter boys and the little
ships that ferried some 340 thousand from Dunkirk, Isle of Wight paddler Gracie Fields and several 
cockle boats and cabin cruisers sunk in the do or die process. In Bradford University there's twelve 
shelves of Priestly's work (An Inspector Calls, Angel Pavement, The Good Companions - which 
named a typewriter - and much more) and a box of his pipes. Bombs fell while John Boynton Priestly 
did his wartime work, his usual hotel hit when he remained and the BBC, and announcer Bruce 
Belfrage carried on as others fell in the reception area at Portland Place. In the north Priestly's 
favourite pie shop was hit but the mechanical pie, which emitted steam and wobbled, was saved and 
carried on!

Numbers
When it comes to engines, John Goodall (01283 713715) holds a fine stock of all types plus the 
occasional kit, tethered car and collectable. VTR and Speed plans are held by that great enthusiast 
Terry McDonald (01332 510150) and super wheels and spinners are made by Stuart Robinson (01535 
002231). Rebuilds and improved centres for KK rubber wheels - and lots more
too - are skillfully handled by Mike Crisp (01473 737393). If you don't bind your S&Ts, now is the 
time to jot these numbers above your bench or on the den wall. All are highly recommended. Like 
Boy Scouts, it pays to be prepared. Sourcing and/or repairing, John and Mike will deal with your 
diesel, put go in your glo or spice in your sparkie.

September Shows
If big stuff is your choice, Battle of Britain displays will be held at Duxford (4th & 5th), East Kirkby 
(11th) and Cotswold Airport (18th & 19th) Shuttleworth is earlier on 14th August. Several 
publications mark this 70th Anniversary Year.

Rorty Red Racer
Following requests here's another view of that twin first seen in 
August. Massive engine mounts, twin tanks and tidy tubework 
make for a smart and effective model. The pan is cast 
aluminium like the top half. Mike Crisp and John Goodall 
made a fine job of it.

Crashing Value
As Midland red rolled to a stand beneath the sky blue spans of 
old St Pancras, eyes looked up at the10ft clock, always 2 
minutes fast. Refurb decided years ago, the clock was promised to an American collector for 
£250,000. But lads lowering it slipped up, and its value fell to £25 on striking the concourse. Hard at it 
for 18 months, the Dent Clocks giant (they made Big Ben's works) was repaired by Roland Haggard 
and was copied for the replica. And thanks to Sir John Betjeman we have the station as well - but he 
had a hard fight against the mods and Dr Beeching.
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Very Hot 7
Fellow directors didn't like the idea and so Herbert Austin 
built his first 7 at Lickey Grange,at  his home, helped by 
Stanley Edge (later of AC Cars and Napier). The Austin 7 
zoomed, selling 300,000. As a boost at Brooklands and 
Donington, a few racing 7s were made. Badge stuff really, 
for the tiny racers were hand-built, advanced (supercharged, 
ohv, ohc) and expensive!
As pictured, Arthur Bodily modelled the car with help from 
Tom Wheatcroft at Donnington, even letting Arthur borrow 
one.

Fine Feathers
This amazing Camel (B7380) was the 1,000th built by 
Ruston Proctor Ltd of Lincolnshire, in 1914 employing 
over 5,000 on a site of 100 acres. A student of ancient 
Egypt, Colonel Ruston decided to decorate the little 
fighter in the style of Behudet, a winged sun. Received by 
Major General Sefton Brancker, the Camel dropped 
thousands of War Bond leaflets over Lincoln and 
generally showed the flag. Some 1,600 Camels were built 
by Ruston's up to November 1918, but each carried a 
plate declaring that it was a Sopwith design (by Herbert 
Smith). Brancker, Thomson and many more were lost 
aboard R101 in 1930. 

Modena Days
Recently thirty minutes on Radio 4 discussed Formula One and the many changes that have befallen it 
since racing began on airfield circuits still scattered with the RAF's bits and pieces. Then it was an 
enthusiasts thing, a few bob to get in and slack rope here and there hardly a restriction. Pathe News at 
the Odeon might show Dr Farina leading the charge in his scarlet Alfa 159, but of tv there was 
nothing at all. One hundred miles from Milan, the motor sport centre that was Modena was almost as 
open in 1970.
The old track in the centre of the town was still in use, its busy cafe papered with hundreds of 
photographs of the teams and drivers, and with luck a red car tended by mechanics in brown overalls 
would enter for shake down laps before taking the narrow return road to Maranello (transporters?) 
Most doors were open, side streets everywhere seeming to reveal interesting work in progress. At the 
time Mr Ferrari's dog was called Dick and sat on a tartan rug when travelling with the Commendatore 
in his blue V12 GTC. Over at Maserati head mechanic Bertocchi had to deliver a new car to Peter 
Ustinov. Neither had heard of the other, but each realised that the other was very important! At the 
heart of the mighty Mille Miglia, it's all so different now...

Tourist Trophy
Somewhere on the Island of long ago the great Freddie Frith lands his 
plunger Norton single. Note the air scoop to cool the front drum brake and 
Freddie's traditional black leathers and pudding basin headgear. A mesh 
fly screen is set above the racing number and almost certainly a pre-TT 
Week edition of The Motor Cycle (the blue 'un) would have explained 
everything along with detailed drawings of the interesting bits if not the 
whole machine. Slugging it out with the Italians and Germans would be 
Matchless, Velocette, BSA and AJS, but the amazing multis from Japan 
were still a good way into the future and the 100mph lap a dream.
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Big Bubble
A while ago a scribe on a leading daily posed the question What Is It For? (Radio 4 for 30 minutes 
each week). He missed the Euro, which was a pity.
In service for 11 years, the youngster currency has been a godsend for hoods and money launderers, 
but elsewhere it's cost a fortune, has wobbled, and at least one EU member has its original stuff 
cleaned, packed and ready for action! Naked shorting (selling stock you don’t have), rarified financial 
instruments and all the rest of it creating a mighty bubble too dangerous to prick, would amaze sober 
bankers in pinstripes when dear old Lombard Street was a rubber road and 
everyone wore hats. Then, borrowing thirty quid meant a meeting with the 
manager - at least!

Service Standards
“As clearly stated in my memo, 007, decorations will be warn!”  Here we 
have the earliest surviving photo of Vernon Kell, the first head of M15. Along 
with M16 the Secret Service Bureau started operations in October 1909 at  64 
Victoria Street SWI.  Kell's father had fought in the Zulu wars and after 
Sandhurst young Vernon joined the South Staffordshire Regiment (the famous 
Staffordshire Knot on the collar of his uniform). Perfect for Sir Vernon and 
his high standards, the Army & Navy was opposite 64.

Fire!
AA guns in Hyde Park open up during, a night raid, sandbagged for 
protection and with help from a nearby searchlight. Lads on the way to 
school the following morning would look for chunks of shrapnel or 
better still bits from a Dornier or JU88. Stukas came too, one landing on 
Ham Manor golf course in Sussex. Slow enough to be easily seen, VIs 
rumbled over - then the ram jet stopped (help!) - but a few were known 
to veer off course and even turn back. Issued by WD & HO Wills for a 
penny, the Air Raid Precautions album was for 'Cigarette Cards of 
National Importance’ 

Snakes Alive
The Dam Busters (1954) is available on an improved DVD out now. Todd is Gibson, his dog is there 
and all is as it should be. Released at the same time The African Queen (1951) is also improved. Shot 
in the Congo, the director and lead drank gin and vodka and kept fit. The others chose water and soon 
formed a long line at the loo - until it was discovered that the black coils in the overhead branches 
were black mambas and not part of the lighting system! Bogey got his Oscar and the boat has been 
modelled ever since.

Showing The Flag
On a good breeze barque Simon Bolivar is a magnificent sight, 
enjoyed by the Tall Ships circus since 1984. And these days, of course, 
wind power is perfect for the planet. A brilliant soldier of the 19th 
century, Simon Bolivar died at 47 and may have been poisoned.

Near Aligator Alley
The last man seen by Saturn 5 crews as they climbed aboard was 
Gunther Vent. He was the Pad Leader at the Florida launch site, ensuring all was well before lift off. 
Like the famous Rocket Team headed by von Braun, Gunther enjoyed the sunshine but was wary of 
the aligators just the other side of the wire fence. And garden visits were not unknown!
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Tax Too Far?
Empire strengthener and good general, wary of Channel tides, Vespasian came ashore with the Second 
Hispana to rectify the budget deficite!  From the land of under-floor heating, cement and piped water, 
finance was a breeze for this purple-trimmed toga toter. Going the extra mile, he imposed - wait for it 
- a tax on urine. Joke possibilities are endless, but just how was this done? Rest assured that old Titus, 
fond of snacking on a roast mouse or two and other titbits, had the answer.

Big Ship
Armed with fighter biplanes and powered by German Maybachs, 785ft of 
US airship Macon comes to the mobile mooring mast at Lakehurst, New 
Jersey, in 1934. With a crew of 83, the safer gas aboard exceeds 6.5 million 
cubic feet. Set on powered tractor units, the mobile mast was used for 
towing to and from the airship shed. For a time at least our airship R33 
carried two Gloster Grebe biplanes. 

Floaters Historic
To be seen at Greenwich, Bing, Carette and Marklin built the best toy boats, the Kaiser keen that they 
should do so!  Over here sailor suits helped and firms such as Hornby, Basset Lowke and Bowman 
delivered good stuff with sails, clockwork or steam power within. Another was Sutcliffe, building on 
to retirement in the late 1970s. Largest employer at the time of Nelson, the white and red duster 
encircled the world and inspired Tom and Tim as they watched their Star or K boats sail to the other 
side. Should you find an unmarked Marklin battleship at 3ft or so, a bag-full of pink ladies (a good 
£40,000 at least) will be required to prize it from its owner.

Changing Times
Littlewoods copy at the ready, James Alexander Gordon begins: ‘Arsenal two, Portsmouth one.' 
Elsewhere Hitchcock's Psycho reveals the belly button for the first time and Hollywood romances put 
the camera into the trees if no longer insisting on one foot on the floor. Battleship Vanguard in, light 
grey is abroad showing the flag, Aden is manned and 45,000 build cars in Dagenham. Four copper 
discs crash into the box as you press button A and a pound note puts five gallons in the Anglia. 
Gloster, Avro, Handley Page and Hawker are busy and the Comet jet liner is seen over London. The 
great wheel turns and all has gone.

Combat Report
Flying Camel D34I7 on a special mission on 22 July 1918, Raymond Collishaw CB DS0 DFC DSC 
shot down a two-seater and later an Albatross. Written up by Major Collishaw on a RAF report form 
and signed by him, rare evidence from the Great War ace was just one of 160 items offered by David 
Bancroft in a recent catalogue (available on 01983 759069). Another item was signed by German aces 
Hartman, Galland and Eckert.

Blast Off
Pictured at RAF Debden in 1963, canary yellow Mooneyes 
driven by Dante Duce of Las Vegas starts a 9 second 
quarter-mile demonstration run Sponsored by Revel Kits 
and Mobil Oil. Duce and Californian Mickey Thompson 
with his 7-litre Harvey Aluminium Special also ran at 
Silverstone, Church Lawford and Brighton. With its blower 
ahead of the Chevrolet V8 - and so limited to engine speed 
- Mooneyes was modest even 47 years ago. The Harvey 
had its GMC blower on top and so gearing up for extra 
boost was possible. The first British Drag Festival, 
sponsored by The People, was held in 1964.
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Ship Ahoy!
The Royal Society of Marine Artists hangs its best at the Mall Galleries in October. Yachts, galleons, 
battleships and liners await from the leading brushes in the business. If Geoff Hunt's jacket designs 
introduced you to Patrick O'Brian's Aubrey-Maturin novels set in the days of Nelson and 32-pounders 
on the lower gun deck, then come ashore in the jollyboat and select a canvas or two for the wardroom.

The Proper Boat
Writing about the beautiful Flying Dutchman (S&T No 39) reminded me of great sailing days aboard 
Snipe, GP14, Firefly, EOD, TEOD and catamarans from Prout Brothers of Benfleet, Essex. With 
these and so many more you get the delightful experience of actually sailing over water. The gin 
palaces we sometimes see in the papers, like factories and as long as US Navy carriers, will not give 
you that experience - simply because so many of them are welded to the quayside and never venture 
forth!  Poodlefakers aboard these things are not sailors. The nippy Firefly, however, built by a branch 
of Fairey Aviation for racing or cruising was/is fun guaranteed every time you hoist sail.  And these 
days a catamaran will leave many a motorboat standing. Any judge worth his wig would find for the 
proper boat.

Skyleada
For reasons unknown and now well beyond answer, Skyleada lacked consistent oomph in the 
publicity department.  I built their powered SE5a, finding the kit by accident. Now, thanks to 'Old Bill' 
I have discovered their Flying Wing from 1949. With long legs and that cowl, it has more than a touch 
of a Wells war machine about it. A really big one on lines would look fantastic. A burst of Gustav 
Holst over the loudspeakers as it took off and we'd be sprinting for the hills. Moving on a bit, angry 
South Americans fooled by a War of the Worlds spoof returned to the radio station and wrecked it! 
In North America, attempting to boost another radio station, Orson Welles ran them into the hills 
again, but tempers cooled and the building survived. Richard's model (S&T No 41) is a cracker!

Seeing Things     
Movie actor Conrad Veidt (with Bogey and Bergman in Casablanca, 1942) was impressed when he 
saw the fine cars arriving at the house opposite. Later, however, grown lions were seen at the windows 
and strolling along the corridors. It was Berlin and the mansion belonged to Hermann Goering.

Another Forest
With a different spelling - Forrest - young F Lycett made a fortune in shipping and was a well known 
member of the Bentley Drivers Club, operating an 8-litre several years ago. His Forrest Lycett Cup is 
awarded at Brighton Speed Trials, held along the seafront's Madeira Drive. One of the Mars family, 
similarly named, established Mars in Slough. Just following on from Stephen Winkworth's Fisher 
feature (S&T No 40).

High Tail Fighter
From the days of HMS Eagle, Eagle comic, 240 
coppers to a pound and a dinky wooden spoon with the 
tub of ice cream, comes the Westland Wyvern S-4 in 
Fleet Air Arm livery. What a beauty!  Span is 75in, 
weight 2l lbs and power surges from a 20cc OS120. 
Another Alan Walker wonder.

THE END
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